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New android games review

FpS games (first-person shooters) are among the most exciting game genres out there. This is one of the most popular genres ever. In addition, a variety of high-value games have come to this, including Halo, Call of Duty, Battlefield, Destiny, and many others. Believe it or not, there is actually a healthy
supply of FPS games on Android that you can dig into. If you have your trigger finger ready, here are the best FPS games on Android right now. Most of them require at least a semi-decent device to play. They tend to have heavy graphics, a strong demand on Internet use, and are usually just high
resource games. Fortnite is another great FPS game on Android, but it's not in the Play Store, so we haven't listed it here. You can click here for installation instructions in case you want to try this one! Call of Duty: MobileCritical OpsDead Effect 2Hitman SniperInfinity OpsInto the Dead 2Modern Combat
5NOVA LegacyPUBG MobileShadowgun War GamesPrice: Free to playCall of Duty: Mobile had the biggest game launch in mobile gaming history. It also helps that people actually love the game. This is a fairly standard online FPS shooter with regular PvP as well as a 100-player royal battle mode.
Regular PvP includes standard deathmatch with a few iterations. Players can also customize their equipment and unlock more things. It is relatively new compared to most FPS games, but it is already one of the biggest names in all mobile games. Critical OpsPrice: Free to playCritical Ops is one of the
newest FPS games. It is technically still in public beta without a full version yet. In this one, you can choose to be part of an anti-terrorist unit and stop the destruction or play as a terrorist and cause destruction. It features online multiplayer modes, leaderboards, and decent graphics to create a fairly
comprehensive overall experience. The game has evolved a lot since its inception and manages to be one of the really great FPS games on Android not named PUBG Mobile or Fortnite.Dead Effect 2Price: Free to playDead Effect 2 is a sci-fi FPS game with elements of horror, survival and rpg. You play
as the main character and you can choose one of the three protagonists. In addition, you will have tons of gear, weapons and body implants to find and level up during the game. It has more than 20 hours of campaigning, and tons of options for upgrading. Of course, you're going to level your character as
well. It has fantastic graphics as well. This is one of the best FPS games for players who love history and more than competitive pairing. Hitman SniperPrice: $4.99 with in-app purchasesHitman: Sniper is one of the most unique FPS games. Your character is perched outside a building, looking with a
sniper rifle. Your job is to take the different targets without anyone being suspicious of your location. Lla Lla contains more than 150 missions, various sniper rifles to unlock, rankings, and it also has some strategy elements. It's relatively inexpensive and can be a lot of fun if you prefer a little more strategy
rather than brute, super fast action. Infinity OpsPrice: Free to playInfinity Ops is one of the newest MOBILE FPS games at the time of writing. It launched under a different name and re-branded soon after. It has a multiplayer online competition experience in a sci-fi setting. The game features aboveaverage social features, clans, various weapons in the game, jet packs, and a variety of game modes. The graphics and mechanics are also pretty good compared to most average FPS games. Most of the reviews of the game is surprisingly positive, with the exception of those running into bugs. Into the
Dead 2Price: Free to playInto the Dead 2 is one of the newest FPS games. It has many of the same mechanics of the first. You run through the zombie fields to survive. The player receives a ton of weapons to unlock and upgrade. This variant also includes some strategy elements and dog companions as
well. The graphics are above average. It also plays well to be a mobile game and contains several endings. The game has a surprising amount of depth to be a mobile game. It's a freemium game and it's never ideal. However, it's still a great FPS game. Modern Combat 5: eSportsPrice: Free to
playModern Combat 5 is one of the most popular and mainstream FPS games on mobile. The game comes with decent graphics, tons of content, online multiplayer, and more. Its popularity virtually guarantees that there is always someone online to play with or against. It also comes with a campaign
mode, six different character classes that you can level up and customize, and support hardware controllers. All this adds up to a very solid experience. Nowadays, the game is even promoting itself as a legacyprice eSports.NOVA: Free to playNOVA Legacy is the latest title in a franchise of popular FPS
games. It's a sci-fi shooter that comes with a full campaign mode, decent graphics, several game modes, online multiplayer mode, and more. You can even manufacture and upgrade your weapons. Some of its tertiary features include leaderboards, character customizations and replays of death cameras
in multiplayer mode. It's a freemium game. This makes him feel and play differently from his predecessors. Yet it is among the best. Don't believe his 20MB claim, it is much bigger than that. PUBG Mobile and PUBG Mobile LitePrice: Free to playPUBG Mobile is the mobile port of the popular FPS game on
console and PC. This game drops you off on an island with 100 players in total. The goal is to be the last one standing. There are also equipment, weapons and vehicles scattered across the map. He plays surprisingly well for how new he is. In addition, mechanics are average, even for a mobile FPS
game. Fortnite is another great option in the same FPS subgenus as PUBG Mobile. There are also some decent mobile pubg clones as well. Shadowgun War GamesPrice: Free to playShadowgun War Games is the latest game from MADFINGER GAMES, the developers of the popular franchises
Unkilled, Shadowgun and Dead Trigger (also great first-person shooters). This one plays a bit like titles like Overwatch. Everything is online PvP with different characters with different abilities. It's brand new so developers haven't added a bunch yet, but more is coming in future updates. This one had a bit
of a rough version so the Play Store rating is a bit low, but the updates have solved a lot of problems. Other MADFINGER games could easily make this list as well. If we missed one of the best FPS games for Android, tell us about them in the reviews! Hockey is the last of the four major sports in North
America, although it also has a good international suite. However, it just doesn't have the numbers that American football or football have. This means that developers do not pay as much attention to hockey as they do to other sports. In other words, you have a few options here, but let's just say they're
not the most robust. Still, there are fun games to play. Here are the best hockey games for Android.Hockey All StarsHockey Nations 18Puppet HockeyPuzzle HockeyStickman HockeyBig Win HockeyPrice: Free to playBig Win Hockey is one of the most popular arcade hockey games for mobile. It plays
like a pretty typical arcade sports sim. You collect different players, put together a team and pit that team against opponents. It's not an official licensed title, so players aren't real, but there's still a lot to do here. Some of the game's features include various customizable unlockable, fast PvP game modes,
and you can even play with or against friends. It's nothing like the last EA NHL game, but it's going to get you through. Blocky HockeyPrice: Free / $2.99Blocky Hockey is a simple arcade hockey game. He uses the mechanics of the runners. You're skating on the tracks. You have to change lanes and
continue to avoid opponents. It features a bunch of playable characters, fights, multiplayer, and retro style graphics. There is not much else in the game than that. It's accessible, cheap and fun to play. It's good to kill the 20 minutes between periods. ESPN and Yahoo fantasy hockeyPrice: FreeESPN
Fantasy Sports is a decent fantasy sports platform. It supports most sports, including The app allows you to create or join leagues, write your team, set your list, use your agency without a browser, make transactions, and communicate with other league managers. That's all we have to do. The app has
the occasional glitch. We recommend that you check twice to make sure your lists are well settled. Otherwise, it is a decent application, if sometimes slow, slow, fantastic sports. Hockey 2020Price Franchise: Free to playFranchise Hockey 2019 is a fantastic hockey simulator from CBS. It struck us as
weird since NBC has the rights to hockey games in the United States, but it doesn't matter. The game allows you to build a team, simulate full seasons, train your players, and more. It's mostly a collector's game. This means that there are freemium items and loot boxes in the form of player packs. It's
better than previous games in the franchise. However, its freemium mechanics is still quite aggressive. It's also fun to play. Rage: HockeyPrice: $0.99 -$0.99Ice Rage: Hockey is a top-down arcade hockey game. You have a goalie and a skater. You bounce the puck until someone scores. It's a bit like an
ice hockey version of aerial hockey. The game has local multiplayer support for two players on the same device. We thought it was quite unique. In addition, there is a tournament mode for a bit of variety. It's a simple arcade game at the base. It's also not a freemium game and it's a rarity in the mobile
gaming space. The game is a good time killer if nothing else. Hockey All StarsPrice: Free to playHockey All Stars is a decent hockey game overall. You get a joystick and a few buttons to actually control the players on the ice. The game is smooth and enjoyable, especially when you hit that cross ice once
for a goal. However, this is a free game with free elements to play. So you can expect a whole grind in order to get better players. Otherwise, it's one of the best mobile hockey games. Hockey Nations 18Price: Free / Up to 4.99 $Hockey Nations 18 is a decent arcade hockey game. This is also the case for
the same Classic 16 hockey developers. It consists of three against three hockeys between six nations. This includes 40 North American teams, 27 Russian League teams, 19 international teams and two all-star teams. It has a limit of games you per hour and you can buy more if you want. Apart from
that, it is free from the free habit of playing elements that afflict mobile games. It's good enough for what it is and despite its name, it still gets updates from 2020. Puppet HockeyPrice: Free to playPuppet Ice Hockey is yet another arcade game with hockey elements. It's a 2D game with one against one
game. You pull the puck on the ice and the other player sends it back. Whoever scores the most goals wins. There are power-ups, really entertaining animations, and more. However, at the end of the day, it's only Pong with a hockey theme. Yet it is Correct time killer, even if it's a freemium game. Puzzle
HockeyPrice: Free to playPuzzle Hockey is a game-three on the subject of hockey. You probably know how to play match three games. You move symbols on a grid until you match three or more. The resulting games help you score goals, make saves and win It's an official licensed game, so there are
real hockey players in this one. However, at the end of the day, it is a three-way game with hockey themes rather than a real hockey game. However, it will make you pass the intermission of 20 minutes. Stickman HockeyPrice: Free / $2.27Stickman Ice Hockey is one of the few hockey games with real
hockey mechanics. You skate up and down the ice, score goals, and do other hockey things. He has the style descended from hockey games of the 1990s. This should make older fans feel at home. The game also features four difficulty levels, 46 teams, different season modes, multiplayer PvP, and
hardware controller support. This makes it probably the best real hockey game available on mobile. It's certainly not perfect, however, and it has its share of bugs. If we missed big hockey games for Android, tell us about them in the comments! You can also click here to check out our latest Android app
and game lists! Lists!
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